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INTRODUCTION

It is difficult to overstate the importance of data in today’s economy

Big Data v. Data Science (Two different beasts !!)

- Big Data: looks to collect and manage large amounts of varied data

- Data Science: looks to create models that capture underlying patterns
of complex systems

{collection does not mean discovering}

Burst upon the scene in the 1st decade of the 21st century

The next Big thing in the IT world (making waves in BI industry as well as
among businesses)



First organizations to embrace it

Amazon, eBay, Facebook, Google, LinkedIn, etc.

Big Data and Analytics: top five issue or the single most important way to
achieve a competitive advantage (59 % of executives)

Data scientist: the sexiest job of the 21st century (HBR)

IBM Predicts Demand For Data Scientists Will Soar 28% By 2020

- Jobs requiring machine learning skills are paying an average of $114,000. 

- 59% of all Data Science and Analytics (DSA) job demand is in Finance and 
Insurance, Professional Services, and IT.

- DSA jobs remain open an average of 45 days, five days longer than the 
market average.





WHAT IS BIG DATA? 

“Big Data” similar to “Small Data” but bigger in size

Big Data requires different approaches

- techniques, tools, architecture

Aims to solve new problems or old problems in a better way

Generates value from storage and processing of large quantities of digital
information that cannot be analyzed with traditional computing techniques

- SKA receiving 1, 000, 000, 000, 000, 000, 000 bytes of astronomical data per day

- Walmart handles more than 1 million customer transactions per hour

- Facebook handles 40 billion photos from its user base

- Decoding the human genome originally took 10 years to process; now it can take
one week



CHARACTERISTICS OF BIG DATA: 

3Vs



CHARACTERISTICS OF BIG DATA: 1-

SCALE (VOLUME)

Data Volume

- 44x increase from 2009 2020

- from 0.8 zettabytes to 35zb

- data volume is increasing exponentially 

Exponential increase in 

collected/generated data



CHARACTERISTICS OF BIG DATA: 2-

COMPLEXITY (VARITY)

Various formats, types, and structures

Text, numerical, images, audio, video, 
sequences, time series, social media data, 
multi-dim arrays, etc…

Static data vs. streaming data  

A single application can be 
generating/collecting many types of data  

To extract knowledge all these types of 
data need to linked together



CHARACTERISTICS OF BIG DATA: 3-

SPEED (VELOCITY)

Data is generated fast and need to be processed fast

Online Data Analytics

Late decisions missing opportunities

Examples

E-Promotions: Based on your current location, your purchase 
history, what you like  send promotions right now for store 
next to you

Healthcare monitoring: sensors monitoring your activities 
and body   any abnormal measurements require 
immediate reaction



SOME MAKE IT 4Vs



HARNESSINIG BIG DATA

OLTP: Online Transaction Processing   (DBMSs)

OLAP: Online Analytical Processing   (Data Warehousing)

RTAP: Real-Time Analytics Processing  (Big Data Architecture & 
Technology)



WHO IS GENERATING BIG DATA

Social media and networks

(all of us are generating data)
Scientific instruments

(collecting all sorts of data) 

Mobile devices 

(tracking all objects all the time)

Sensor technology and 

networks

(measuring all kinds of data) 

The progress and innovation is no longer hindered by the ability to collect data

But, by the ability to manage, analyze, summarize, visualize, and discover
knowledge from the collected data in a timely manner and in a scalable fashion



PROCESSING BIG DATA

Integrating disparate data stores

- Mapping data to the programming framework

- Connecting and extracting data from storage

- Transforming data from storage

- Subdividing data in preparation for Hadoop MapReduce

Employing Hadoop MapReduce

- Creating the components of Hadoop MapReduce jobs

- Distributing data processing across server farms

- Executing Hadoop MapReduce jobs

- Monitoring the progress of job flows



STRUCTURE OF BIG DATA

Structured

- Most traditional data sources

(represent only 5-10% of

Informatics data)

Semi-structured

- Many sources of Big Data

(represents a few parts of data,

5 to 10%)

Unstructured

- Video data, audio data
(represent around 80% of data)



THE MODEL HAS CHANGED

The Model of Generating/Consuming Data has Changed

Old Model: Few companies are generating data, All others are consuming data 

New Model: All of us are generating data, and All of us are consuming 

data 



WHAT IS DRIVING BIG DATA?

- Ad-hoc querying and reporting

- Data mining techniques

- Structured data, typical sources

- Small to medium-sized datasets

- Optimizations and Predictive analytics

- Complex statistical analysis

- All types of data, and many sources

- Very large datasets

- More of a real-time 



VALUE OF BIG DATA ANALYTICS

Big Data is more real-time in nature
than traditional DW applications

Traditional DW architectures (e.g.
Exadata, Teradata) are not well-suited
for Big Data apps

Shared nothing, massively parallel
processing, scale out architectures are
well-suited for Big Data apps



CHALLENGES IN HANDLING BIG 

DATA

The bottleneck is in technology

- New architecture, algorithms, techniques are needed

Also in technical skills

- Experts in using the new technology and dealing with Big Data 



TWO KINDS OF BIG DATA 

OPPORTUNITIES

1) Computer science: through data manipulation

merging, linking, matching, concatenating, sorting, basic 
arithmetic, ...

Database heritage: could conceivably have all the data

e.g. stock in the warehouse e.g. employees in the firm

2) Statistics: through inference and predictive analytics

Many (most?) problems cannot have all the data

e.g. observations in clinical trials; forecasting; physics 
experiments





BIG DATA TECHNOLOGY



APPLICATION OF BIG DATA 

ANALYTICS – SMART CITIES

Smart Cities aren’t
some far-off dream of
the future

Interconnection of cities
– Internet of Things

Intelligent Systems the
root of Big Data; enable
acquiring this data
securely & performing
analytics and filtering
(real time systems?)



RANKINGS ON SMART CITIES

http://www.fastcoexist.com/3024721/the-10-smartest-cities-in-europe

http://www.fastcoexist.com/3021592/the-10-smartest-cities-in-north-america

http://www.fastcoexist.com/3021911/the-10-smartest-asia-pacific-cities

http://www.fastcoexist.com/3022533/the-8-smartest-cities-in-latin-america

http://eponline.com/articles/2015/02/18/the-top-5-global-smart-cities-of-2015.aspx

http://www.fastcoexist.com/3024721/the-10-smartest-cities-in-europe
http://www.fastcoexist.com/3021592/the-10-smartest-cities-in-north-america
http://www.fastcoexist.com/3021911/the-10-smartest-asia-pacific-cities
http://www.fastcoexist.com/3022533/the-8-smartest-cities-in-latin-america
http://eponline.com/articles/2015/02/18/the-top-5-global-smart-cities-of-2015.aspx


RISKS OF BIG DATA

Will be so overwhelmed

Need the right people and solve the right problems

Costs escalate too fast

Isn’t necessary to capture 100%

Many sources of Big Data is privacy

Self-regulation

Legal regulation



HOW BIG DATA IMPACTS ON IT

'Big Data' industry - the ability to access, analyse and use humungous
volumes of data through specific technology

Requires a whole new army of data workers globally

Troublesome force presenting opportunities with challenges to IT
organisations

By 2015, 4.4 million IT jobs in Big Data; 1.9 million in the US

US would face a deficit of 192,000 data scientist against its requirement
of 490, 000 by 2018

India will require minimum of 100, 000 data scientists in the next
couple of years in addition to data analysts and data managers to
support the fast emerging Big Data space



BENEFITS OF BIG DATA

Real time Big Data isn’t just a process for storing petabytes or exbytes of
data in DWs, it’s about the ability to make better decisions and take
meaningful actions at the right time

Fast forward to the present and technologies like Hadoop give you the
scale and flexibility to store data before you know how you are going to
process it

Technologies such as MapReduce, Hive and Impala enable you to run
queries without changing the data structures underneath

Newest research finds that organizations are using Big Data to target
customer-centric outcomes, tap into internal data and build better
information ecosystem

Big Data is already an important part of the $64 billion database and data
analytics market





BACKGROUND

The promise of big data:

McKinsey’s big data report:

‘we are on the cusp of a tremendous wave of 
innovation, productivity, and growth, as well as
new modes of competition and value capture, 
all driven by big data as consumers, companies,
and economic sectors exploit its potential’

and endless ditto by others



FUTURE OF BIG DATA

$15 billion on software firms only specializing in data management
and analytics

The industry on its own is worth more than $100 billion and
growing at almost 10% a year which is roughly twice as fast as the
software business as a whole

In Feb 2012, the open source analyst firm Wikibon released the
first market forecast for Big Data, listing $5.1 billion revenue in
2012 growing to $53.4 billion in 2017

The McKinsey Global Institute estimates that data volume is
growing 40% per year, and will grow 44x between 2009 and 2020

While some African businesses are tapping into Big Data, the
region has still lagged the global trend



To focus on one problem and show how Africa has been 
forgotten in the World of Big Data

- Business performance

- Career paths

- Customer needs

- R & D opportunities

- …..

And to show what’s needed to tackle it

THE AIM OF THIS TALK



‘TIL BIG DATA DO AFRICA PART

Has The World Of Big Data Forgotten Africa?

Big Data world does not capture the world so evenly

Africa in particular presents a glaring blank hole in so many of the world’s datasets

Facebook’s original Trending Topics feed being almost completely devoid of news sources
from Africa

Twitter failing to ever really catch on across the continent

Africa stands alone as the least-searched continent by far (Google Trends)

Television news in particular still plays a key role in the US; television news is not much better
in its coverage of Africa.

Even the US intelligence community, with its vast resources, appears to have little interest in
Africa (first glimmers of the Ebola outbreak missed)

If people aren’t talking about Africa and aren’t searching about it and Western online
and television news media aren’t covering the continent, does this mean there simply
isn’t much to cover there?

Smart phone adoption across Africa? Geospatial images?



‘TIL BIG DATA DO AFRICA PART 

CONT’D

Has The World of Big Data Forgotten Africa?

While Big Data offers an incredible glimpse into global society, the continent of
Africa is starkly absent and that analyses of traditional large datasets like social
media capture the local events and perspectives of African countries very
poorly

With special focus on Africa and the addition of technologies like machine
translation, it is possible to bring the continent back into the view of “Big Data”
analytics.

Greater emphasis within the data sciences community on expending the effort on
ensuring that the datasets we use are geographically representative of the entire
world is needed.



POTENTIAL OF BIG DATA IN AFRICA

Big Data key in unlocking Africa’s development prospects?

Africa trails US and Europe in terms of technology but is the gap closing?

Our economic woes have inspired us to harness certain technologies with more
zeal and in more innovative ways

Key countries in the Big Data markets are, among others, Kenya, Nigeria, South
Africa, and Zimbabwe

Kenya developed an SMS based system to alert government on new infections and
response in Sierra Leone (peak of Ebola epidemic)

Data analytics (“predictive modelling”): growing discipline of using data
gathered in the past to predict what will happen in the future

Some hedge funds have taken the lead, analysing tweets as signals for investment
in the stock market which they sell to traders

Development of indices across over 100 countries which can be used to monitor
minute-by-minute the emotional state of a nation



POTENTIAL OF BIG DATA IN AFRICA

Predictive modelling techniques are employed in farming, manufacturing, finance,
healthcare, warfare and oil exploration, to name a few and there is plenty of
untapped potential for this in Africa.

Santam has started using predictive analytics to make it easier to process
claims and spot fraud.

Discovery has pumped money into an analytics programme to interpret
complex health-related data and predict its clients’ problems in minutes.

Farmers can be encouraged to subscribe to analytics – or precision agriculture.

Precision agriculture: accurately highlights the importance of making smarter
decisions regarding planting, fertilizing and harvesting crops; pointing out that
90% of crop losses are due to bad weather.

The African Institute for Security Studies successfully used social media to aid it in
analysing why individuals join terrorist groups like Boko Haram (reasons included
drug addiction, fuel prices, education, water availability and threats to personal
safety).



OPEN DATA IN THE WORLD





WAY FORWARD

African corporations and government institutions cannot afford to miss
the lucrative opportunity in Big Data. For companies with significant Big
Data infrastructure and resources, their values are rising at exponential
rates.

For progress in Big Data to be realised, the skills gap in Africa may need to
be filled. Leading economies struggle to fill the skills gap for Big Data
professionals. Such a gap in Africa may prove to be even harder to fill, with
significantly fewer students opting for education tailored for Big Data.

Culture that supports Big Data must be adopted. This is a very difficult
task.

Organisations in African nations must create a culture that respects
the collation and utilisation of data on computer systems.



WAY FORWARD CONT’D

New innovative methods of data collection and analysis in the rapidly growing
telecommunications industry may be one of the first necessary steps needed to make a
transition into major Big Data in Africa.

Cell phone metadata and geospatial images are two types of Big Data currently being
developed and are likely holding the most promise for Africa.

An efficient distribution of resources by African governments may be needed to ensure
that Big Data has its place in Africa’s economies. With over half of the predicted $3trn
available to be earned through Big Data in countries outside Europe and the United
States, the race for supremacy will only become more intense.

Maths skills enough to be a Data Scientist?

Wide panoply of skills: statistical theory, programming, the ability to build data models and
ability to work with systems that can process large amounts of data.

Communication skills to give talks with clients to help them understand the needs at the
beginning of a project and present results at the end



SUMMARY

We can exploit Open/Big Data to build unseen new services

We can use existing information and procedures to improve them (a
must!)

Smart cities (Internet of Things) need efficient and effective modern problem
solvers

We can build small/large, context-aware and adaptive applications

Here, solutions are both vertical (specialized) and horizontal (integral)

We must face multiple levels at smart cities: citizens, districts, city, routes,
infrastructure, municipalities, public/private companies…

Incorporating a business model is mandatory: so how to make
research? An amazing domain for new ideas and collaborations !!!



Big Data comes with considerable technical challenges

The easiest of these lie in the data manipulation aspects of data
science (the searching, sorting, and matching of large sets)

The toughest lie in the essentially statistical inferential aspects

Science and Politics: chalk and cheese?



CONCLUSION

The danger of Africa lagging behind the rest of the 

Big Data World

"Many South African companies are sitting on
huge amounts of information, and are losing out
on the competitive edge it could give them...."

FNB Business

https://hbr.org/2013/12/datas-credibility-problem


The danger is that you don’t know what’s happening

The numbers keep on streaming in





UJ-IIS: STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES

1) Establish a world-class UJ Pan African Institute for Intelligent Systems

2) African pioneer of the world-class research on:

a) Systems Intelligence and Cognitive Computing 

3) b) Big Data Analytics and Deep Learning

c) Digital Revolution and Machine Learning 

d) Industrial Application of Intelligent Systems and Cognitive Computing  

4) Promote UJ’s global excellence in Research and Innovation through development 

of class Intelligent Systems and Cognitive Computing engineers, researchers 

and scientists. 

5) Position UJ as the first African university with world class Institute for Intelligent Systems and 

related multi-disciplinary research centres and facilities

6) Position UJ as preferred African academic institutional partner for BRICS – CCI, BRICS Universities, 

Universitas 21, IBM University Programme, 

and Russell’s Group of 24 research-intensive universities in UK 

for joint R & D on Intelligent Systems and Cognitive Computing



UJ IIS – CURRENT BIG DATA 

PROJECTS

1) Fraud analytics (credit card, insurance and public context)

Using social network analytics for fraud detection

2) Recommender systems

Developing approaches to combine business knowledge with 

models learned from data

3) Process analytics

Using event logs as the cornerstone of analysis

4) HR analytics

Studying employee performance and retention



UJ IIS – CURRENT BIG DATA 

PROJECTS

Below are topics that will help the City of JHB in Transport

1) Big Data and Traffic Congestion [where digitization in the form of data can help 
improve the reliability of transport infrastructure and increase its efficiency and 
utilization]

2) Estimation of the Free space in Front of a Moving Vehicle [this work should 
propose strategies that show how radar movements of stationary objects can be used 
to obtain reliable estimate of the free space in front of a moving vehicle]

3) Intelligent Transport System in Road Safety [Development of a framework 
identifying Intelligent Transport System (ITS) and its benefits and how ITS can 
influence all the key macroscopic variables of the road safety problem in terms of 
exposure, risk and severity of accident]

4) Traffic Signal Timing (Optimising signal timing has never been so important, yet it 
is often overlooked; ITS would enable the process of traffic signal timing to be 
performed more efficiently by enhancing data collection and system monitoring 
capabilities, and in some applications, automating the process entirely)
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QUOTE

“Data is knowledge, and knowledge is power. It is the power

to put African needs and priorities first when determining

domestic development agendas and plans”.

~Alanna Markle


